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TAGS: ACOM, US, UR

SUBJECT: DCL MESSAGE FROM NAEHER TO DR. MINASHIN

1. PLEASE DELIVER FOLLOWING MESSAGE TO DR. V. MINASHIN,
MINISTRY OF COMMUNICATIONS:

"ON BEHALF OF THE US DELEGATION OF TECHNICAL EXPERTS TO
IMPROVE THE US/USSR DIRECT COMMUNICATIONS LINK, I WISH TO
CONGRATULATE YOU AND YOUR STAFF FOR THE HIGHLY TECHNICAL
COMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES YOU PROVIDED IN SUPPORT OF THE
JOINT APOLLO-SOYUZ FLIGHT. THE SUCCESS OF THIS MISSION
MADE A MAJOR CONTRIBUTION IN THE EXCHANGE OF TECHNICAL
INFORMATION FOR PEACEFUL USES BETWEEN OUR TWO COUNTRIES.
YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THIS HISTORIC EVENT IS A PROUD
ACHIEVEMENT IN SPACE EXPLORATION AND THE USE OF SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS"

SINCERELY,

WILLIS E. NAEHER
CHAIRMAN KISSINGER
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